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Abstract

This report gives a short overview of the status of safety parameter display systems (SPDS) implementation
on Russian NPPs with W E R reactors and also discusses the SPDS, which is being developed for Kalinin NPP. The
assessment of the safety status of the plant is done by the continuous monitoring of six critical safety functions and the
corresponding status trees. Besides, a number of additional functions are realized within the scope of KlnNPP, aimed
at providing the operator and the safety engineer in the main control room with more detailed information in
accidental situation as well as during the normal operation. In particular, these functions are: archiving, data logs and
alarm handling, safety actions monitoring, mnemonic diagrams indicating the state of main technological equipment
and basic plant parameters, reference data, etc. Also, the operator support function "computerized procedures" is
included in the scope of SPDS. The basic SPDS implementation platform is AD ACS of SEMA GROUP design. The
system architecture includes two workstations in the main control room: one is for reactor operator and the other one
for safety engineer. Every station has two CRT screens which ensures computerized procedures implementation and
provides for extra services for the operator. Also, the information from the SPDS is transmitted to the local crisis
centre and to the crisis centre of the State utility organization concern "Rosenergoatom".

INTRODUCTION

The Russian State Utility Organization ROSENERGOATOM has been implementing a wide range
of measures directed at improving nuclear safety, radiological protection and crisis management in nuclear
industry.

Among others, the following three items constitute basic part of those activities:

- creation of a national crisis centre - crisis centre of the concern ROSENERGOATOM in Moscow, the
local crisis centres on NPPs sites, as well as the system of data transmission from NPPs to crisis
centres;

- implementation at nuclear power plants the symptom-oriented emergency procedures;
- implementation of safety parameter display systems (SPDS) on all NPP units.

As can be easily seen from above, the SPDS plays a key role in this program since:

- it is considered a main source of information supplied from NPPs to the crisis centres;
- SPDS plays a role of instrumentation tool for implementing symptom based emergency procedures on

NPPs.

Moreover, the implementation of SPDS meets the requirements of the Russian safety regulation [1].

The status of SPDS implementation work varies from one NPP to another.
On Kola NPP the implementation of SPDS will be done first on units 1 and 2 with WER-440 reactors of
oldest design V-230. The technical climate for SPDS implementation on those units is rather favourable,
mainly because the recent replacement of the old plant process monitoring systems with a new Russian make
PMS "MSKU". The reconstruction included level 2 as well as the level 1. As the proposed SPDS is a
standalone system, a possibility to have access to newly built data acquisition system will eliminate a number
of serious problems, typical for NPPs operating old data acquisition level of PMS. The technical proposal of
SPDS is based on "Procontrol PMS" platform. It is planned that the design and development of the system
will be done by IVO and Institutt for Eenrgiteknikk, Halden in the framework of technical assistance program
of the Governments of Norway and Finland.
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On Novovoronezh NPP the strategy of SPDS implementation is similar to Kola - the oldest units 3
and 4 with WER-440 are of the higher priority. The project is run in the framework of technical assistance
program "Lisbon Initiative". The development of functional requirements specifications has being carried out
by Westinghouse E.C. in co-operation with the Russian partner Consyst.

Rather promoted SPDS implementation is on unit two of Kalinin NPP. KlnNPP is a two unit
nuclear power plant with WER-1000 type (design V-338) with electrical capacity of 950 MWe, four loops
and typical for PWRs engbeered safety systems. The unit two has been in operation since 1987.

The significant support in SPDS development for Kalinin NPP comes from European Union through
technical assistance programs TACIS. In 1994 in the scope of TACIS-91 program the French company
Sema Group in co-operation with the Russian company Consyst developed an SPDS mockup. The reference
plant for the mockup was unit two of KlnNPP. The recipient of a technical assistance was concern
ROSENERGOATOM and the purpose of developing SPDS mockup was to support decision makers in the
evaluation of the final design of the real SPDS system.

The work has been finalized successfully and in 1995 Sema Group was granted a new contract from
the European Community for TACIS-93/2.03 project, aimed at development, testing and validation of a
safety panel prototype (SPP) for W E R type plants (Kalinin NPP unit two as a reference). Like in an earlier
case, the Russian counterpart and a subcontractor to Sema Group is Consyst. SPP is not intended to be
connected to a real plant under the scope of this project. However, the system shall be designed in such a way
that no software modification is required to connect the system to a data acquisition system on the plant. The
prototype of SPDS will utilize a Sema Group platform ADACS.

In parallel, KlnNPP contracted Consyst for the tasks which are not in the scope of TACIS-93/2.03.

Hereafter some aspects of SPDS development and implementation on Kalinin NPP are briefly
described.

PURPOSE OF SPDS

Among the different types of operator support systems which are nowadays operational at NPPs, the
safety parameter display system probably is the most widely used and well recognized facility. There is
nowadays an international consensus on the minimal requirements for a safety parameter display system.
Therefore, no wonder, that it has been taken into account by respect of the IEC-960 [2] and NUREG-696 [3]
standards..

Though "SPDS" acronym is widely spread in technical literature, and its meaning (see NUREG-696
[3] and IEC-960 [2]) is accepted by designers and operators, the concrete realization of this operator support
system might be different depending on MMI and supplementary functions, which the system is supposed to
perform not only in case of emergency but in normal operating conditions as well. A quick progress in
computer and information technologies gives a great opportunity to extend the scope of SPDS functionality.

The primary purpose of SPDS is to provide information support to the main control room personnel
in case of emergencies. Besides, in all operating modes SPDS presents concise information about the Critical
Safety Functions (CSF).

The operator support is ensured by.

display of critical safety functions which assists operator in rapid and reliable evaluation of the safety
status of the plant and advise the operator whether abnormal conditions require corrective action to
avoid a degraded core or radioactive release (selection of emergency procedure);

- a concise display of information important for further safety evaluation and diagnostics;
- evaluation of safety action and advise to the operator.
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Also, SPDS information is intended for utilization in the local crisis centre and in the crisis centre of
the concern ROSENERGOATOM for evaluation of the safety status of the plants.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Critical safety functions monitoring

The primary purpose of SPDS is to present concise information about the safety status of the plant.
For this purpose, a limited number of safety status indicators should be defined. The safety is provided if the
maximum number of the radioactivity barriers remain intact. The integrity of those barriers can be
maintained if a fixed number of functions, called the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) are satisfied during and
after the emergency situation.

Therefore, the required operator action is to monitor the status of CSF.

The follow-up action is to maintain a safe or at least acceptable status of the CSF. For this purpose
every CSF is associated with a number of symptom oriented emergency procedures. When a critical safety
function is challenged, the operator proceeds with the implementation of appropriate emergency procedure.

The SPDS must alert the operator in every situation when the critical safety function changes its
status.

Safety analysis of Kalinin NPP has shown that maintaining the integrity of the safety barriers can be
achieved by maintaining the following critical safety functions: Subcriticality, Core cooling, Heat sink,
Reactor coolant integrity, Containment integrity, Inventory.

The status of CSF may vary depending on the severity of disturbance. Four states of a critical safety
function are considered and a color coding is utilized for their indication:

- CSF is operational
- CSF is partly degraded
- CSF is degraded
- CSF is very degraded

-green;
-yellow;
-orange;
-red.

The CSF monitoring is provided in SPDS on two levels: with a help of a primary CSF display, on
which the status of all critical safety functions is presented, and on the second level with a help of status trees.
Every status tree display includes the title - the name of a corresponding CSF, a number of nodes representing
logic "Yes - No" and two output branches. A brunch which corresponds to the current node condition "Yes"
or "No" is considered active. A sequence of nodes and active branches constitute a path which terminates at
the right border of screen where a reference to an applicable restoration procedure is displayed. The active
branches are highlighted by a specific color denoting the deterioration of the function.

Monitoring of main parameters in normal operating conditions

When operating the nuclear power plant, the operators respond to small disturbances by appropriate
action in timely manner in order to avoid evolution of disturbances to serious incidents or even the accidents.
In other words, by applying timely diagnostics and corrective actions operator must avoid degradation of
CSFs. For this purpose SPDS displays in the normal operating condition the basic NPP parameters. The
number of parameters is limited by 8-10 and the layout of display is such that the operator may react to
parameters deviations easily and reliably.

This format is displayed on SPDS screen by default in normal NPP operating conditions.
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Safety action monitoring

This function aims at showing the operator the current state and history of the safety actions. The
function is organized in two levels. The first level consists of a display tiiat presents the status of all the safety
actions on each train. The second level is a set of displays presenting the main circuits and their actuators. If
there is a failure in the automatic operation of a safety action, an alarm is triggered.

Operator help displays

Top level displays (main CSF display, status trees and "main parameters" display) are intended in
the normal and abnormal modes of operation to aid the operator in the activation of the detection process.

Third level displays, or operator help displays, aid the operator in the further stages of event
identification, by providing more detailed information on the entire plant. It is also of utmost importance to
detect event at an early stage and avoid its evolution to emergency condition. The third level displays may be
of a very good help in this process. Tree main types of displays may present additional information:
mnemonic diagrams; operating status diagrams; trend curves. Groups of this kind of formats are associated
with the formats of level one and two.

Alarms, Logbooks and archives

The "Alarm" function is configured in the ADACS platform and provides for alarm status
presentation (active or inactive, acknowledged, shelved, masked) and convenient operator interface.

Logbook and archive functions also are configured in the ADACS platform. Filtering is provided in
the logbook for more efficient analysis of a sequence of events. Among others, the changes in CSF status or
operator actions with the status trees or emergency procedures may be selected. Short, medium and long term
archives are maintained.

Operator support by computerized procedures

Critical safety function monitoring in SPDS and the mechanism of status trees provide a good
environment for aiding operator in selecting appropriate emergency procedure when a critical safety function
is degraded. Further implementation of the procedure may be done in a traditional way with "paper"
procedures or with a sort of computerized procedures.

Traditionally, computerized procedures are not considered within a scope of SPDS functions and
normally represent a stand along operator support system. The reason why it was included in the scope of
SPDS functions was a strong requirement of the customer - Kalinin NPP. SPDS computer capacity and data
processing environment provide a good opportunity for this.

Though different types of computerized procedures are operational on NPPs in the world with a
different level of automation, the type of system chosen for KlnNPP utilizes relatively low level of
automation. In fact, system performs two computerized functions:

- computerized procedure presentation and
computerized check of conditions in the procedure.

Every procedure can be presented in a form of a logic tree and in a "step by step" form. The first
type of presentation provides a general overview and a convenient indication of the current status of the
procedure. The second one is used for interactive work of operator with the procedure.

The basic principle of computerized procedure operation is: it is the operator who confirms that the
current step of procedure is finished and the operator can go to the next step but not the computer.
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In order to implement this function within SPDS, two CRT screens are provided for an operator
station, from which one will be used for procedure presentation.

Procedure initiation can be done in a different way depending on a type of procedure. For example,
after reactor shutdown or engineered safety system initiation a procedure A-0 is automatically started. CSF
restoration procedures are called on by operator by clicking on a corresponding branch of a status tree.

SPDS IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of SPDS will be based on the Sema Group AD ACS platform. ADACS is a
Sema Group generic information and control system which is designed to operate continually and meets the
requirements of several industries, including nuclear power plants. The process monitoring is provided though
a highly interactive man-machine interface using computerized operator stations giving access to the
following function: Display diagrams; Operation windows; Alarm notification and alarm handling; Event
history; Plant parameters history; Equipment lists; Reports. ADACS has been built using a modular object
design approach which allows the customer's specific requirements to be closely met by the addition and
modification of software functions without impacting on the software design. ADACS provides high
availability and immediate switch-over by allowing hot active redundancy which ensures that the computer
system remains usable, and no data is lost during transitory phases (e.g.: loss or re-insertion of a computer).

The data sources for SPDS are:

- plant process monitoring system "Complex Uran";
- the upper level of in-core instrumentation system S VRK;
- the data acquisition level of a radiation monitoring system AKRB;
- additional data acquisition modules.

All data to be displayed is validated on a real time basis. Data validation consists of cross-checking
redundant measurements, consistency checks and other algorithms.

The data acquisition and processing of SPDS is characterized by the following figures:

number of analog inputs - 450
number of discrete inputs - 500
number of derived variables - 750

The level 2 of SPDS consists of a main computer, two operator workstations with two CRT
monitors each (one WS is for reactor operator and the other one - for a safety engineer), engineer workstation
which provides for the system maintenance, network equipment and uninterruptable power supply.

VALIDATION AND TESTING

The crucial point in SPDS validation process is a validation on an analytical simulator of WER-
1000/338. The validation process of the SPDS will be carried out by means of interactive dynamic testing.
For this purpose the SPDS is to be connected to a plant simulator. This simulator has been designed and
manufactured by a Russian - American joint venture "Jet". It is based on CiliconGraphics hardware platform
and utilizes the modeling technology of S3Technology. From the process simulation point of view technical
performance of the simulator is very similar to full scope type of simulators.
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